Maintenance and Lubrication of Prophy Angle / Contra Angle

**J1180D3- Prophy Angle**

*After every polishing dip head of prophy angle into oil and run for short amount of time*

Approximately after every 10 dental polishing perform prophy angle maintenance below

1. Remove prophy angle from handpiece
2. Remove head gears by turning knurled knob clockwise (threads are reversed) turn to your right.
3. Clean with fine brush and lubricate head gears with mineral oil, Vaseline or any non-toxic lubricant.
4. Place head gears back and tighten by turning Left or counterclockwise.
5. Normal polishing speeds are around 2,000 to 3,000 RPM, exceeding this may damage your prophy angle.

**J1180D5- Contra Angle- Perform lubrication after every use.**

1. Remove Contra angle from handpiece
2. Locate lubrication points on back of contra angle
3. Lubricate with oil pen or by dropping oil into holes and slowly letting oil drain into contra angle.
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